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UNTT-I

l. (a) lf ABC be a triangle, thea prove that

- b2 +c2 -a2cosA=- 2b

(b/ Find^the 
^set 

of v99tor9 reciprocal^ to the
set2f +3j-k, i - j -2kand-i +2j +2k- 4
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(c)

2. (a)

t2t

Find the equation of t]1e ta:rgent to tJee

space curve . :

V =; *rz^; *?rsi
at the point t = 1.

Consider t]:e tetrahedron with faces
-.'J-)J

F1, F2, F3, F4. l*t Vr, V2, V3 and Va be

, vectors whose magnitudes are equal to
the areas of tlre faces F1, F2, F3 and Fo
respectively and whose directioos are
perpendicular to these faces in outward
direction. Show that

-+ -+ -+ )
Vl +V2 +V3 +V4 = O

3. (a)

c15-550/262a

(b)

curl@xd; =tB.qa -Btv .at

(b) If three concurrent edges of a paral-
lelopiped is given bv d=-si+Zj+Si,
-+^
6 =-si+zj-si and i=zi-sj-st,
then find its volume. 5

,, UNIT-II

If OOq U 4=x2 +g2 + z:q then find the

directioaal derivative of Q in the
-_t ^direction of. A =i +2 j +k at (2, -f , 3).

Prove that

-+

-ld.Y)b+ti(v-bl 6
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4. (a)

(3t

tt7 =x?+gj+2ft., then show that

v2(17D'=n(n+tll?1"-2

wherenisaconstant.

Let S be the closed surface enciosing
volume V. Using Gauss' divergence
theorem, show that

Ju 
voav = f"onas

UNIT-III

5. (a) If by rotation of rectangular axes
about the origin the exPression
ax2 +2hxg + bg2 changes to

a'x'2 +2h'x'g' +b'g'2, then show that
a+b=a'+b' and ab-h2 = a'b' -h;2.

(b) Prove that the chord g=mr+c of the
curve subtends a right angle at origin if
c+4am=O.

6. (a) Reduce the equation

gx2 -24xa +16g2 -l8x-lolg+tg =o

to the standard form.

(b) Find the equation of the tangent to the
co;nic 4x2 +3xy +2g2 -3x + 59 + 7 = O at
the point (1, - 21.
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7. (a)

8. (a)

23-1
is 2Ox - 8y+ 162+3 =O.

c15-550/262a

(b)

(c)

(41

UNIT-IV

If a plane cuts the axes at A, B, C and
the centroid of the triangle ABC be
(a, b, d, then prove that the equation of
the plane is

x,a,z o
abc

,. x+2 .y-l _ z+lShow tlrat tfre llnes 31-2
- x-3 u z+2and " :=Y =:-:: are coplanar.2-2 1

Find the equation of the plane through
the point (2, O, - 4) and parallel to the
plane 2x-g+32=7.

Find the equation of the plane which
passes through the point (2, - 3, 1) and
perpendicular to the line joining the
points (4, 5, - 2) and (2, -1, 6\.

Find the distance of the point 11,2,3)
from the line

x-2 _g-4 _ z-5

(b)

(c) Prove that the equation of the plane
through the intersection of planes
x+g-22+4 =0 ald 3x -g +22+l =O
and parallel to the line

x+2 _A-2 _ z-l

3
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and intersecting the guiding curve z = 3,x- +a'=4.

***

x 
=g =zt21

(s)

UNIT_V

Find the coordinates of the centre of the
crcle x'+9. +2. =30, x+2A+32=14.

Show that ttre condition
plane k+mg+nz= p to beplane to x2 +y2 +22
a2ll2 + q2 + n21 = p2 .

(c) Find the radius of the circle wherethe plane x _2g +22 = 3 i.rt"."""t" thJ
sphere x2 +92 +22 _ax++g+a,z:+;.

lO. (a) The plane

x a! a? =1abc
cuts the axes at A, B aJrd. C. Find theequation of the cone whose vertex is the
origin and the guiding curve is th" ";i;ABC.

(b) Find the equation of the cylindergcnerated by the lines paraliel io theline

9. (a)

(b) for t]le
a tangent
=a2 is

G1S-550/262a
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Answer all questions

SECTION-A

( Marks : 10 )

Each qtestion carries 7 mark

Put a Tick M mark against the correct answer in the box
provided :

1. If a 
"nd 

d '"r" two mutually perpendicular proper
-+

vectors, then 7 x 1ti xd1 is parallel to

@)d D

(b)i tr

@d"i n
(d/ None of the above n !
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t2l

2. The unit tangent vector to the space curve
f =ti+t' j+t'k at f =0 is

(a)i tr

(b) i D

(c) [ n

(d/ None of the above n

,-)
3. The vector y =-4xi +g j+e,k is solenoidal if c is

equal to

(a)o U

(b) 1 tr

(c) 3 U

(d)4 tr

4. Suppose V be the volume bounded by a closed surface
S, 7=xi +g j+zk and i is the unit vector normal
(outward) to the surfabe S, then f"7. aaS i" equal to

(a)o n

(b)v tr

(c) 2v tr

(d)3v n I
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5. The equation ax2 +2hxy+byz +2gx+2fg+c=O
represents a parabola, if

(a) at-h2 =o !
(b) ab-hz>o tr

(c) ab -h2 <o tr

/d/ None of the above !

5. The equation of the normal to the .ttiv.. {*{ =t
at (4, 0) is

(a) x=0 tr

(b) u=0 tr

(c) x=4 Z

(d) a=3 n

7. The equation of the plane through the points (O, 0, O),
(1, 1, 0) and (0, 1, 1) is .

(a) x-g + z=O tr

(b) x+g -z=O n

(c) x+ A + z=O 'n

(d) x-g -z=O n

N lM^T {tvl1262
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8. The perpendicular di"t.tt"" of the point (-1, O, -3)
from the Plane 3x + 49 + l2z = 13 is

(a) 1 tr

(b)4 u

(c) 3 tr

/di None of the above n

9. The equation of the tangent plane to the sphere

*2 +A2 +* -x+39+22-3 =o at the point (1, 1' -1)
is

(a) x+5g-z-3=O n

(b) sU -32-6 =o D

(c) 2x+3g =O tr

(d) x+sg-a=o tr

10. The equation of the cone whose vertex is the origin

and base, the circle x=a, A2 +* =b2 is

(a) a2(u2 +*1 =62*z tr

@) a2@2+*1=s2*2 n

k) v2+*=*2 D

(d) v2 ** =o2x2 tr , '
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SECTION_B

( Marks : 15 )

Each question carries 3 marks

State Thue or False by putting a Tick M mark in the box
provided and give a briefjustification :

1. If a space curve given by x = 3 cos f, U = 3 sin t, z = 4t,
then the radius of curvature is 3/25.

' True tr False n
Justification:

IV/MAT (tvl1262
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2. The curl of gradient of Q, where Q is a scalar function of
x, A, z, is zero'

Thrc tr False tr
Justification:

rv/MAT (ivll262
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3. The second degree equation

3x2 +7ry + 2g2 -lC'x -Sy + 3 = 0

represents a pair of straight lines.

True tr False tr

Justification:

rv ln(AT livll262
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4. The given straight lines
,-5 

= 
g-7 =r-3 u,'d ,-9 

=A-13 _z-15
3-16738-s

are coplanar.

'Thte tr False tr

Justification:

IV/MAT (ivll262
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The line joining
,2 *a2 *r2 =o2 to
the polar plane of
*2 *a2 +22 =a.

Justifi.cation :

G15-550 1262

(e)

the centre of the sphere
any point P is perpendicular to
P with respect to the sphere

True n False n

IVl MAT (iv)
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